Why Visual FoxPro?

Visual FoxPro is an excellent development environment for business applications. It is a robust
language enjoying a long history of enhancements and improvements. It is a truly objectoriented language, including advanced functionality such as inheritance. Microsoft has billed
Visual FoxPro as the 'premier' tool for building the middle tier in n-tier applications.
In selecting a Microsoft tool, we were steered by this basic logic:
If you want to:

Use the following:

Build Applications the Fastest

Visual Basic

Build the Fastest Applications

Visual C++

Build Internet Applications

Visual Java & Visual Interdev

Build Data-Intensive Applications

Visual FoxPro

The oldest argument in the book is the feud between the Visual Basic and the Visual FoxPro
camps. We chose Visual FoxPro because it is truly object oriented. Visual Basic is object
based. It lacks inheritance, one of the fundamental components of object-oriented design. Visual
Basic does not have a built-in database. Visual Basic does not have a language centered around
database programming. We build business applications. They usually are centered around
tracking several databases. We use Visual FoxPro.
Visual FoxPro has an excellent community of developers. We all work together to solve problems
and support our channel. Microsoft has stated that the Visual FoxPro community is the model that
they would like to see all of their tools achieve. There is excellent communications and teamwork.
We are proud to be a member of the FoxPro community.
Some of the benefits of Visual FoxPro are:
1. Standard Microsoft tool. You have the benefit of knowing that there are thousands of
developers that use the same tools we do.
2. Standard Microsoft database. Drivers are available to access Visual FoxPro's database
from other office products.
3. We can programmatically link to other Microsoft applications such as Excel and Word.
4. We can export the data tables to Excel and CSV files.
5. We can programmatically convert FoxPro reports to PDF, Excel, Word and other
formats on the fly. The concession software is free.
6. We can also work with other data sources such as Microsoft SQL Server. We have even
used ODBC data drivers to code front ends for old DOS accounting systems in Visual
FoxPro to bring them to the Windows platform.
7. We use the latest version and service pack for the language. The technology used for
your project will be stable and reliable.
8. You can purchase Visual FoxPro from a third party for a low one-time cost.
9. The robust language afforded by Visual FoxPro allows us to code data-intensive
applications quickly and efficiently. Your project will cost less.
10. Excellent add-on tools and frameworks are available for Visual FoxPro. We don't have
to reinvent the wheel on every project. Again, lowering costs.

11. Microsoft acquired FoxPro because it had the fastest database search and query
technology to enhance the performance of their other database tools: Access and SQL
Server database.
12. Visual FoxPro does not have run-time system costs. Even the FoxPro database has no
end-user licensing fees.
13. FoxPro has a large, excellent and active online forum community for rapid and
outstanding developer support.
14. Given the very high speed of today’s processor chips, applications developed in C or
other languages do not run noticeably faster than those develop in FoxPro.
15. If needed, your FoxPro application can be migrated to the web using a third-party tool
specifically designed to create an equivalent Dot net application. Your initial
investment in FoxPro is preserved. You do not have to start over. Again, lowering
costs

Visual FoxPro provides us with a robust, efficient development environment. Your
project will be cost effective and stable.
This Microsoft standard tool provides excellent flexibility and data access.

FoxPro is the Way to Go.

